The luminescence spectroscopy of atomic zinc isolated in the solid rare gases ͑Zn/RG͒ is compared with theoretical predictions obtained from the sum of diatomic Zn•RG and RG•RG pair potentials. In particular the existence of pairs of emission bands, both of which are assigned to the same gas phase electronic transition, is examined with the use of diatomic pair potentials to simulate the potential energy surfaces of the Jahn-Teller active vibrational modes of Zn in the solid rare gases Ar, Kr, and Xe. Simulations of the solid state Zn/RG luminescence are developed from a consideration of the excited state Zn( 1 P 1 )•RG n van der Waals cluster species in the gas phase. The maximum binding energy of the Zn( 1 P 1 )•RG n clusters is found in the Zn•RG 4 cluster having a square planar structure at the energy minimum. Based on the results of the cluster calculations, lattice distortions which led to a dominant interaction between the Zn atom and four of its host atoms were sought to simulate the solid state luminescence. Two such vibronic modes were identified; one a lattice mode in which four rare gas atoms contract on a single plane toward the Zn atom, referred to as the waist mode, and the other a motion of the Zn atom toward an octahedral interstitial site of the lattice, the body mode. Energy calculations of these modes were carried out for rigid and relaxed rare gas lattices allowing identification of the high energy emission bands in the Zn/RG systems as arising from the waist mode, while the lower energy bands are associated with the body mode. The model also rationalizes the differences exhibited in the time-resolved behavior of the pairs of singlet emission bands in the Zn/Ar and Zn/Kr systems, whereby the lower energy band of a given system shows a risetime of a few hundred picoseconds while the higher energy band exhibits direct feeding. The steep gradient calculated on the waist mode, feeding the high energy band, and the flat gradient found on the body mode, feeding the lower energy emission, are consistent with the existence of a risetime in the latter and its absence in the former. The close agreement found between theory and experiment indicates the validity of using pair potentials in analysis of matrix zinc spectroscopy and thereby indicates that the luminescence is controlled by localized guest-host interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The relative importance of localized versus delocalized vibronic modes in determining the band shapes of electronic transitions of optically active centres in solids has long been sought. Previous attempts have been hampered either by complex packing structures or lack of accurate guest-host interaction potentials. Studies of metal atoms isolated in the solid rare gases 1 offer a solution because ͑a͒ the packing structures of the solid rare gases are particularly simple being face centered cubic ͑fcc͒ and ͑b͒ highly accurate potentials are now increasingly available from spectroscopic data for the diatomic metal atom/rare gas atom van der Waals molecules ͑M•RG͒. In this contribution the luminescence spectroscopy of atomic zinc isolated in the solid rare gases ͑Zn/ RG͒ is compared with theoretical predictions based on the sum of pair potentials since the diatomic Zn•RG potentials 2 are now available.
Details of the luminescence recorded in the Zn/RG systems have been presented elsewhere 3 but a summary of the features relevant to the spectral simulations follows. Samples of atomic zinc isolated in thin films ͑10-30 m͒ of the solid rare gases Zn/RG were prepared by the codeposition of atomic Zn vapor, generated by electron bombardment of a 1-mm-diam zinc wire, with the rare gases. Luminescence spectroscopy was recorded at the HIGITI beamline of the synchrotron radiation facility HASYLAB at DESY, Hamburg. Excited state lifetime measurements were made using the time correlated single photon counting technique. Figure 1 shows a summary of the luminescence spectroscopy 4 recorded for atomic zinc isolated in solid Ar, Kr, and Xe while Table I gives the spectral positions and measured lifetimes of the bands shown in the figure. It is immediately evident on the left side of Fig. 1 that all the excitation profiles show a threefold splitting behavior previously 5 attributed to dynamic Jahn-Teller coupling in the excited 1 T 1u electronic state. As described elsewhere, 3 careful annealing studies 6 indicate that all the emission bands shown in Fig. 1 are associated with the occupancy of atomic zinc in the most thermally stable site of the solid rare gases. For comparison the positions of the singlet (4s4p 1 P 1 ↔4s 2 1 S 0 ) and triplet (4s4p 3 P 1 ↔4s 2 1 S 0 ) resonance transitions of atomic zinc in the gas phase are also presented in Fig. 1 . From the recorded spectral positions and emission lifetimes, the pair of emission bands observed in the UV in Ar and Kr matrices are assigned to the singlet transition, while the bands in the near UV in Kr and Xe are assigned as the triplet emission of atomic zinc.
In the present work, the reason for the existence of pairs of emission bands in the Zn/RG solids, where a only single transition of atomic zinc occurs in the gas phase, is examined with the use of diatomic pair potentials to generate the potential energy surfaces arising from vibronic coupling of the Jahn-Teller active vibrational modes with the triply degenerate excited 1 T 1u electronic state. The vibronic coupling in the solid state is developed from the behavior of the gas phase Zn•RG n van der Waals cluster species and outlined in detail for the Zn•Kr n system. Analysis of the theoretical model involves comparison with the luminescence observed in the Zn/RG solids.
II. METHOD
The central idea on which the theoretical method relies is that the interaction between the optically active guest and the host lattice is limited to those host atoms in the direct vicinity of the guest, i.e., a localized model. The overall energy of the system is then given by the pairwise sum of the individual guest-host interactions considered, for which diatomic potentials are used. The diatomic ͑Zn•RG͒ interaction potentials used in the simulation of the optical spectroscopy of atomic Zn isolated in rare gas clusters (Zn•RG n ) and matrices ͑Zn/RG͒ were obtained ͑1͒ from high level ab initio calculations 7 for purely repulsive states and ͑2͒ extracted from experimental data derived from laser spectroscopy 8 of the bound molecular states in supersonic expansions. The potential energy curves of the ground X 1 ⌺ 0 and excited 1 ⌸ 1 and 1 ⌺ states of diatomic Zn•Kr are shown in Fig. 2 , as well as pictorial representations of the atomic orbital interactions giving rise to the three molecular states.
The key assumptions in the theoretical model employed are ͑a͒ all interactions are obtained by the sum of diatomic pair potentials and ͑b͒ the atomic electronic angular momen-FIG. 1. Excitation and emission profiles recorded at 9 K in the annealed Zn/RG matrix systems. For a given Zn/RG system, the excitation profile shown on the left is recorded by monitoring any of the emission bands shown on the right. The excitation wavelengths used in producing the emission spectra were 207, 212, and 220 nm for Zn/Ar, Zn/Kr, and Zn/Xe, respectively. The spectral positions of the resonance singlet 4s4 p 1 P 1 Ϫ4s 2 1 S 0 and triplet 4s4p 3 P 1 Ϫ4s 2 1 S 0 transitions of atomic zinc in the gas phase are shown by the dotted vertical lines for comparison. 1 ) with krypton. The three plots were generated with the data given in Table II for Zn•Kr. Note the different energy scales used in the two plots-the energy range in the upper plot is ten times that in the lower.
tum J e at the molecular asymptote is conserved in the cluster. The latter assumption can be defended when it is remembered that the electronic structure of atomic zinc is sparse in the ground and excited states 9 and none of the rare gas atoms have electronic levels in the vicinity of excited atomic Zn(4s4p 1 P 1 ) state. The validity of the first assumptionthe use of gas phase diatomic potentials to predict the spectroscopy in a solid-will be examined in the present work. Previous work on the triatomic Hg( 3 P 1 )•Ar 2 complex has already shown that the theoretical method 10, 11 succeeds in simulating the vibronic structure in the resonance twophotonionization ͑R2PI͒ spectrum 12 of Martrenchard-Barra et al. for this cluster species. Initial attempts have successfully been made by Crepin and Tramer to apply this method to the Hg/RG matrix systems 13 signaling the worthwhileness of the present endeavor. R2PI spectroscopy of a variety of M•RG n complexes, currently being undertaken by Breckenridge and co-workers, 14 will allow a check to be made of the validity of the method in metal atom rare gas cluster systems other than mercury.
A. Ground X electronic state
The ground X electronic state of a Zn•RG n cluster is simple to evaluate due to the spherical symmetry of the atomic electronic angular momentum ͑EAM͒ J e ϭ0 at the asymptotic limit, i.e., Zn (4s 2 1 S 0 ). The cluster interaction potential W X (R) is given directly by the following sum of the diatomic Zn•RG and RG-RG ground electronic state potentials
where n is the number and R k the length of zinc atom-rare gas atom bonds in the cluster. The second term in Eq. ͑1͒ includes the energy of the m RG-RG bonds in the Zn•RG n cluster providing the correct total energy of the system. However, in optical transitions of the cluster which do not involve a variation of the rare gas distances r i , this term contributes equally to the two levels coupled in the transition and hence cancels out in calculation of the transition energy. In the expressions which follow, this RG-RG term will not be written explicitly but in any situation where a variation of the RG-RG distance from equilibrium occurs, it will be included in the calculation of the total energy.
B. First excited electronic state
The energy of the excited Zn(4s4 p 1 P 1 )•RG n cluster states are considerably more difficult to obtain than the ground state due to the axial symmetry of J e ϭ1, the electronic angular momentum of Zn( 1 P 1 ) at the molecular asymptote. The method used is that developed by Beswick and co-workers 15 and their notation is followed throughout this paper. In the excited states the EAM of the cluster is obtained by projection of the diatomic Zn-RG axis ͑defined as z k ͒ onto the cluster axis ͑defined as Z͒ a task accomplished with the Wigner rotation 16 matrices D(, , 0) over the Euler angles and . In Hund's case ͑a͒ nomenclature, the molecular states 17 of the diatomic Zn•RG complexes, arising from the approach of Zn( 1 P 1 ) to a closed-shell rare gas atom, have, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , pure ⌸ and ⌺ designations arising from the projection of the atomic angular momentum of Jϭ1 on the internuclear axis corresponding to p x , p y and p z orbital occupancy respectively on atomic Zn. The cluster potentials are generated by applying the Wigner rotation matrices to the diatomic potentials using Hund's case ͑a͒ quantum numbers as the diatomic basis set.
In the general solution 18 for Jϭ1, the three atomic p-orbitals give rise to the following cluster states:
where n is number of zinc-rare gas bonds in the cluster with V ⌸ (R) and V ⌺ (R) the 1 ⌸ 1 and 1 ⌺ state potentials of the diatomic Zn•RG complexes. The meaning of the other variables present in Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒ are depicted in the upper portion of Fig. 3 . In the cluster based coordinate system shown in Fig. 3 , having the metal atom at its origin, 1 is the angle subtended between the cluster Z axis and the rare gas atom labeled 1, and 1 is the angle existing on the x axis by projecting the Zn-RG 1 axis onto the cluster X-Y plane. R 1 is the distance of the zinc atom to rare gas atom 1 while R CM is the distance of the zinc atom to the center-of-mass of the rare gas cluster.
Expressions for the triatomic Hg•Ar 2 complex are given in the work by Beswick and co-workers, 10 as well as for the tetrameric (Zn•RG 3 ) zinc rare gas clusters by Kaup 
III. RESULTS

A. M-RG 4
In the highest symmetry approach 19 for the pentatomic cluster (C 4v ), motion of the Zn atom is restricted to a single axis, defined as the Z axis, perpendicular to the plane of the rare gas atoms shown on the bottom of Fig. 3 . For this complex, nϭ4 and under the high symmetry approach chosen a single variable R replaces a maximum of four R k values while suffices for the values of k . Using the angles k ϭ/4, 3/4, 5/4, and 7/4 shown in Fig. 3 , evaluation of the sums appearing in the general equations ͑2͒-͑4͒ yield the following expressions: Fig. 4 , calculated from Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ as a function of distance R CM of the Zn atom to the center-of-mass of the square of Kr atoms. Calculations are performed with neighboring Kr atom distances set at the equilibrium internuclear separation (r e ) of the ground electronic state of Kr dimer. With the Kr-Kr distances set at r e , the calculations shown in Fig. 4 4 cluster species. In the frontal view shown in the upper diagram, the pair of rare gas atoms at the front of the cluster are not displayed to allow identification of the Euler angles and . The lower diagram is a ''top-view'' taken along the cluster Z axis, i.e., the axis of approach of the Zn atom to the square of rare gas atoms. r c is rare gas dimer bond length while r is the distance of each RG atom to the center-of-mass of the cluster functions used as bound and free state pair potentials respectively for rare gas-rare gas interactions and atomic zinc-rare gas atom interactions. Data are that quoted in Ref. 2 . ). This similarity in the binding energies arises because the distance r of each Kr atom from the center-ofmass of the square Kr 4 cluster ͑having the Kr atoms separated by the bond length of the Kr dimer͒ is 2.84 Å, which, as quoted in Table II , matches almost exactly the equilibrium internuclear separation r e ϭ2.80 Å of the excited 1 ⌸ 1 state of diatomic Zn•Kr. It will be shown in what follows that this inserted Zn•RG 4 cluster having a D 4h square planar structure is the species which allows the greatest stabilization in the excited Zn( 1 P 1 )•RG n states, when the rare gas distances are those of their ground state dimers. In contrast to the 1 A 1 state, the 1 E states are initially slightly attractive but as Zn(p x ,p y ) approaches the RG cluster closer than 3 Å the interaction is repulsive reaching a maximum at the inserted D 4h square planar geometry.
Expressions corresponding to Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ can be obtained from Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒ for the perpendicular C nv approach of Zn( 1 P 1 ) to a planar cluster composed of any number n of rare gas atoms. The equations for the 1 A 1 (p z ) and 1 E(p x ,p y ) states in the Zn•Kr 3 , Zn•Kr 5 , and Zn•Kr 6 cluster species are given in Appendix A. The expressions for the 1 A 1 (p z ) states are equivalent to Eq. ͑5͒ with the multiplicative factors 3, 5, and 6, respectively, replacing the value of 4 which appears in Eq. ͑5͒. In pursuing the luminescence characteristics of the C nv Zn•RG n cluster species only the 1 A 1 state will be considered as it will have a lower energy than the repulsive 1 E state. Figure 5 indicates that the Zn•Kr n cluster exhibiting the largest stabilization energy is the Zn•Kr 4 species, shown by the solid trace. As in Fig. 4 , the Kr atoms in the clusters are separated by the equilibrium internuclear distance of the ground electronic state of Kr dimer.
B. M-RG 5
Only a minor extension of Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ pertaining to M•RG 4 must be made to obtain the energies of the Zn•RG 5 complex in C 4v symmetry, i.e., the insertion of the zinc atom into the base of a square pyramid structure composed of five rare gas atoms. This is accomplished with the addition to the Zn•Kr 4 expressions of a V ⌺ (Rϩr) term for the A electronic state ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒ and a V ⌸ (Rϩr) term for the E state ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒, i.e.,
where r is the distance from the nucleus of the apical rare gas atom to the base of the square pyramid of the rare gas five structure. R is now the distance from Zn to the center of the base of the square pyramid of Kr atoms. The value of r which allows for the formation of eight equal RG-RG bonds in Zn( 1 P 1 )•RG 5 , can be approximated very accurately by simply taking half of the lattice parameter of the unit cell of the pure rare gas solids. The exact value of r for the equilibrium geometries of the rare gas clusters is, from trigonometry, r e /& where r e is the equilibrium internuclear separation of gas phase rare gas dimers quoted in Table II 5 cluster of this geometry would be unstable in the gas phase, it is of pivotal importance in setting up a solid state Zn(p z )/RG calculation as it represents the dominant interaction energy associated with the motion of a guest zinc atom from a substitutional site into an octahedral interstitial site of a face centered cubic rare gas lattice. 
C. M/RG
Before presenting the details of the solid state calculations, some general comments must be made regarding the method followed. First, because of the van der Waals bond lengths of the Zn-RG dimers and the lattice parameters, a, of the solid rare gases, calculations are performed with atomic zinc residing in a substitutional site, i.e., atomic zinc taking the place of a rare gas atom in the solid rare gas lattice. Second, with the rare gas solids having face centered cubic ͑fcc͒ packing structures the substitutional sites have cubooctahedral symmetry so that the 1 S 0 and 1 P 1 atomic states carry the designations 1 A 1g and 1 T 1u , respectively, in the solid state. Third, under octahedral symmetry equivalent interactions exist for p x , p y , and p z orbital occupancy of Zn and its rare gas host when it resides in a substitutional site. Thus while the zinc atom will have a dominant interaction with its 12 nearest rare gas atom neighbors, the 6 next nearest neighbors must be included to create the required p-orbital equivalency. In all the calculations to be presented a minimum of 18 Zn-RG interactions are considered comprised of 12 nearest neighbors separated in the ground state at the substitutional site diameter a/& of the solid and 6 next nearest neighbors at a separation equal to the lattice parameter a.
In the analysis of the vibronic interactions occurring on the excited 1 T 1u electronic surface of Zn in solid rare gases which would be expected to dominate the luminescence, particular attention was given to those modes which allowed the attainment of the Zn•RG 4 species shown in Fig. 5 to produce the largest stabilization energy of the Zn•Kr n clusters. An examination of the pair of unit cells of a fcc solid shown in Fig. 7 indicates two possible motions which lead to a dominant interaction of the guest zinc Zn(p z ) atom with 4 of its 12 nearest neighbor rare gas atoms when isolated in a substitutional site. One motion is simply the contraction of 4 of the nearest neighbor rare gas atoms around the zinc, the other is the motion of the zinc atom into one of the adjacent octahedral interstitial sites. The former motion, described as the ''waist'' mode, is of tetragonal symmetry and in octahedral XY 6 species is labeled E g . The other motion in an octahedral complex is the triply degenerate F 1u mode. It will be shown in what follows that these two vibronic modes lead to both a lowering of the energy in the degenerate excited 1 T 1u electronic state and a reduction of the cubooctahedral symmetry from which the absorption transitions originate, these two properties being the key characteristics 20 of the Jahn-Teller effect.
D. Body mode
Calculations of the stabilization energy arising from the motion indicated as Q 2 in Fig. 7 and, hereafter referred to as the ''body'' mode can be obtained from a combination of the C 4v Zn•RG 4 and Zn•RG 5 cluster calculations presented in the preceding sections when it is remembered that the face centered cubic packing in the solid rare gases intrinsically has four-fold symmetry along the Z axis shown in Fig. 7 . Details of the Zn•RG interactions considered in a calculation of the ''body'' mode energy are diagrammed in Fig. 8 . As indicated in Fig. 8 , the motion of the zinc atom along Q 2 , i.e., away from the substitutional site it originally occupies and into an octahedral interstitial site, involves four types of interaction, all of which have four-fold symmetry. Having this symmetry the behavior of the Zn(p z ) orbital in the Q 2 vibronic mode of an fcc lattice will be given by Eq. ͑5͒ for the 1 A 1 state expression
of the C 4v Zn•RG 4 cluster and Eq. ͑7͒ for the 1 A 1 state of the C 4v Zn•RG 5 the specific R n and n variables associated with the four types of interactions indicated in Fig. 8 . The identities and functional forms of the four interactions considered in Fig. 8 are as follows;
where ''a'' is the lattice parameter of the rare gas unit cell and q is linear displacement of Zn(p z ) away from the substitutional site. Interaction ͑1͒ involves the motion of the Zn(p z ) atom along the lattice Z axis toward a neighboring octahedral interstitial site I oh 1 composed of five rare gas atoms; interaction ͑2͒ is motion of the Zn away from its four nearest rare gas atoms on the XY plane S.site1; ͑3͒ is the motion away from its other neighboring octahedral interstitial site I oh 2 ͑five rare gas atoms͒; and ͑4͒ is the motion away from the four next nearest rare gas atoms on the XY plane S.site2. The calculation is performed linear in q, the motion of the zinc atom from the substitutional site, and into an octahedral interstitial site with the four specific R n and n variables calculated for their locations in the unit cells using the trigonometric relationships presented earlier for the Zn•RG 4 cluster. In the solid state Zn( 1 T 1u )/Kr calculations the Kr-Kr distances are determined by the lattice parameter of solid Kr at 4 K and not the bond length of Kr 2 as used earlier in the gas phase clusters; the differences between the two are only minor being 3.988 and 4.017 Å, respectively.
The energies associated with the four types of interaction considered in the ''body'' mode are plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of displacement Q 2 of the Zn(p z ) atom away from the substitutional site originally occupied. From the legend in Fig. 9 , it is evident that destabilization results from the motion of the zinc atom away from its four nearest rare gas atoms on the XY plane ͑S.site1͒ and to a minor extent from its four next nearest rare gas atoms on this plane ͑S.site2 in Fig. 9͒ . The two other interactions are stabilized, in particular the repulsive interaction from octahedral interstitial site I oh 2 is reduced and I oh 1 is strongly stabilized. Summing up the 18 Zn-Kr interactions considered in Eq. ͑10͒, the solid curve shown in Fig. 9 indicates that a stabilization energy of 2681.4 cm Ϫ1 results from the motion of atomic zinc Zn(p z ) 2.20 Å away from the substitutional site it originally occupied in the ground 1 A 1g electronic state of Zn/Kr. An examination of the pairs of unit cells shown in Figs. 7 and 8 indicates that the plot of the Q 2 vibronic mode shown in Fig. 9 is symmetric for motion of the Zn atom along the lattice Z axis. Thus identical potential energy surfaces result for the motion of the zinc atom from the substitutional site into either of the adjacent octahedral interstitial sites. For this reason only one of them is shown in Fig. 9 .
The calculation shown in Fig. 9 is for a rigid Kr lattice, fixed at the lattice parameter of solid krypton. Results of the Zn•Kr 4 and the Zn•Kr 5 cluster calculations shown in Figs. 4 and 6 respectively suggest that a further lowering of energy on the 1 T 1u electronic state will be achieved as the Zn atom gets closer to having a complexation number of 4, i.e., at the center of the octahedral interstitial (I oh ) site in Kr at R ϭ2.82 Å. Consideration of the motion of the Zn(p z ) orbital toward the octahedral interstitial site indicates that this fur- ther lowering of the energy of the ''body'' mode is achieved by minimizing the repulsive ⌺ interaction between Zn(p z ) and the second sphere Kr atom located on the lattice Z axis. This can be realized by moving the Kr atom in the center of the end face of the pair of unit cells, shown on the extreme right in Fig. 8 , into its adjacent Kr cell. The minimum of energy on the ''body'' mode will be achieved when the destabilization induced in the adjacent Kr unit cell, arising because of forcing the end Kr atom into it, is equal to the stabilization of the ⌺ state Zn(p z )-Kr interaction brought about by this displacement. This equalization is achieved by displacing the Kr atom 0.8627 Å thereby inducing an E Kr-Kr destabilization of 1518 cm Ϫ1 in the neighboring Kr unit cell. However, displacing the Kr atom by 0.8627 Å produces a stabilization energy of 4865.9 cm Ϫ1 on the Zn/Kr body mode, with the zinc atom now located, as shown in Fig.  10 , at a position 2.57 Å away from the substitutional site originally occupied or only 0.25 Å away from a true I Oh site of solid Kr.
The destabilization induced in the rare gas lattice by the Q 2 mode is calculated for the motion of a single rare gas atom from its substitutional site along the body Z axis of a pair of unit cells toward an octahedral interstitial site. The motion can be visualized most easily by replacing the axial Zn(p z ) orbital shown in Fig. 7 with a spherical RG atom. Seventeen RG-RG interactions are considered, comprised of the 12 nearest RG atoms to the displaced rare gas atom and 5 next nearest neighbors ͓the absent sixth is now the Zn(p z ) atom͔. The RG•RG 17 calculations are performed by substituting in Eq. ͑1͒ the ground state rare gas dimer parameters listed in Table II Table II , the ground state energy EЉ at R ϭ2.57 Å is calculated from Eq. ͑1͒ to be 2092 cm Ϫ1 . The energy of the emission originating from the calculated minimum on the body mode can now be obtained from the following expression:
the last term of which includes the distortion energy in the rare gas lattice. Using the values quoted above for the Zn/Kr system, the emission energy is found from Eq. ͑11͒ to be 38 840 cm
Ϫ1
, a value which compares very well with 38 655 cm Ϫ1 , the center of the 258.7-nm band of Zn/Kr listed in Table I .
Following the procedure outlined above for Zn/Kr, the excited 1 T 1u state energies for the body mode in relaxed lattices of the Zn/Ar and Zn/Xe systems were calculated with the pair potential parameters listed in Table II . The results of the calculations on these other systems are shown along with Zn/Kr in Fig. 11 . The extent of the displacement of the single rare gas atoms in the lattice relaxation occurring on the excited state were 0.9601 and 0.7590 Å in Ar and Xe, respectively, with associated RG lattice destabilization energies of 1457 and 1365 cm Ϫ1 , respectively, when calculated with the RG-RG data given in Table II . The emission energy resulting from the body mode in the Zn/Ar system is calculated to be 40 470 cm Ϫ1 using the molecular potentials of Zn•Ar and Ar-Ar listed in Table II . This value is in only approximate agreement with the 238-nm emission band of Zn/Ar ob- FIG. 10 . As Fig. 9 except that the Kr lattice has been relaxed to allow a closer approach of the Zn atom to the center of the octahedral interstitial site. This is achieved by moving the end Kr atom, shown on the extreme right in Fig. 8 , into the next unit cell. The extent of this motion is ascertained by equalizing the destabilization of the next Kr unit cell with the increased stabilization arising from having the Zn atom residing in the octahedral interstitial site. 
E. Waist mode
Calculation of the stabilization energy associated with the ''waist'' mode in the Zn( 1 T 1u )/RG lattice is considerably simpler than the ''body'' mode described above, as it involves only a single variable R-the in-phase contraction of four nearest rare gas atoms on a single plane toward the zinc atom. The interactions considered in determining the energy of the ''waist'' mode are indicated in Fig. 12 and given by the general expression Eq. ͑9͒ for a packing system having four-fold symmetry. Inspection of Fig. 12 indicates the energy of the waist mode is obtained from the following Zn-RG interactions; ͑1͒ The sum of two octahedral interstitial sites ͑I Oh 1 and I Oh 2͒, i.e., two M•RG 5 cluster calculations with the Zn-RG distances R 1 and R 3 set at the substitutional site size of the solid rare gas and a value of /4 for the angles 1 and 3 ; ͑2͒ the in-phase contraction of the four rare gas atoms indicated by ''S.site1'' in Fig. 12 toward the Zn atom; and ͑3͒ the four next nearest rare gas neighbor atoms on the XY plane ͑labeled ''S.site2'' in Fig. 12͒ . Interactions ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ are given, as for interaction ͑1͒, by Eq. ͑9͒ but since the angles 2 and 4 are now set at /2 in the substitutional site, a simple sum of four diatomic Zn•RG 1 ⌸ 1 state potentials suffices in both cases. The former interaction is of variable length R 2 , the latter fixed at, a, the lattice parameter of the solid.
From the R e values listed in Table II for the 1 ⌸ 1 states of the Zn•RG species, it is expected that stabilization on this vibronic mode will result from the contraction of the four rare gas atoms ͑S.site1͒ from their lattice positions towards the zinc atom. In contrast to the body mode Q 2 , the waist TABLE III. Energy and distance parameters calculated for the ''body'' and ''waist'' vibronic modes used in predicting the emission wavelengths in the matrix Zn/RG systems. Energies (E) are quoted in wavenumber units, distances (R) in Angstroms, and wavelength ͑͒ in nanometers. The predicted emission energies, E em , are calculated from the entries in columns 2, 4, and 5 with Eq. ͑11͒. The abbreviation 'n.o.' refers to emission bands which are not observed experimentally in Ar and Xe matrices due to extremely inefficient and extremely efficient intersystem crossing respectively of atomic zinc in these host solids. Energies of the excited singlet and triplet states are obtained relative to the 4s4 p 1 P 1 and 4s4 p 3 P 1 levels of atomic zinc at 46745.4 and 32 501.4 cm Ϫ1 , respectively, in the gas phase. •RG interactions are considered, three of which are independent of Q 3 and two having identical distance R 1 , R 3 , and angle 1 , 3 parameters. The fourth interaction, the in-phase contraction on the X-Y plane of the four rare gas atom in on the Zn atom occupying a substitutional site, has only a single distance parameter R 2 as a variable.
mode Q 3 is not symmetric with respect to the atomic displacements occurring for contraction and expansion along this vibronic mode. Thus contraction will be dominated by the attractive portion of the Zn•RG 1 ⌸ 1 potential while expansion from the substitutional site diameter Q 2(Rϭ0) will be repulsive with the gradient, especially at large displacement, dominated by the repulsive wall of the ground state rare gas dimer potentials.
The potential energy curves for this ''waist'' mode are shown in Fig. 13 for the Zn/Ar, Zn/Kr, and Zn/Xe systems and as anticipated, contractions of 0.78, 1.19, and 1.50 Å from the substitutional site sizes of the solid rare gases are obtained for the minima of this mode in Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively. Considering that Q 3 is a cage mode, surprisingly little destabilization of the lattice is induced by the in-phase contraction of the four corner rare gas atoms of the unit cell in their motion on the X-Y plane toward the Zn atom. This is the case because ͑a͒ the X-Y plane is not a close packed plane, and ͑b͒ as shown on the right of Fig. 14 , the four approaching rare gas atoms form bonds of equivalent strength with one another at the nuclear configuration existing at the energy minimum of the waist mode, as the four bonds which are broken with the atoms located on the diagonal axes of the neighbouring lattices. Net destabilization of the lattice occurring in the Q 3 mode contraction arises from the weakening of the eight RG-RG bonds existing between the RG atoms in the first and second sphere of interaction on the X-Y plane, represented by the black and grey circles respectively in Fig. 14 Table III .
The emission energies resulting from Q 3 , the waist vibronic mode, on the excited 1 T 1u state of the Zn/RG systems can be obtained, as outlined earlier for the body mode, when the ground state energies are calculated, with Eq. 1, at the internuclear distance of the excited state energy minimum. Thus one insight which can be gained from the present theoretical analysis of the vibronic interactions is the reason why the high energy emission can coexist in the presence of the lower energy emission. Because of the very fast rate at which relaxation occurs along Q 3 following photoexcitation, the high energy level is fed preferentially due its steeper gradient ␦V/␦Q 3 compared to the relatively flat initial slope of Q 2 leading to the lower energy level. Experimental evidence of the difference in the feeding rates of the emission bands has been detected in the temporal decay profiles recorded in the Zn/Ar and Zn/Kr systems. Thus a risetime of a few hundred picoseconds exists on the lower energy 238-and 258.7-nm emission bands in Zn/Ar and Zn/ Kr, respectively, at low temperatures (Ͻ10 K) whereas none is found on the higher energy 218.7-and 238.0-nm bands at these temperatures.
F. Breathing mode
A vibronic mode which can couple in both the excited and ground states of the Zn/RG systems is the totally symmetric breathing mode, labeled Q 1 . Because of the high symmetry of this vibronic mode its evaluation is straightforward as it only involves taking a simple sum over a single variable R in Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒-͑4͒ for the ground and excited states respectively. However, calculations show that this mode does not lead to a lowering of the 1 T 1u state energy in Zn/Ar and Zn/Kr and is not expected to play a role in the observed fluorescence of the Zn/RG systems.
G. Excited triplet states
Interaction energies of the vibronic modes Q 2 and Q 3 on the spin triplet states of atomic zinc in solid rare gases Zn( 3 T 1u )/RG have also been determined as analytical expressions for all the molecular triplet states of the Zn•RG diatomics exist and are collected in Table II Table III . Excellent agreement exists between the calculated ͑392.2 and 357.1 nm͒ and observed ͑399 and 356 nm͒ emission bands in Zn/Xe. In Zn/Kr, agreement between theory and experiment for the spin triplet is not as good as found in the spin singlets. However, the same trends are exhibited with the higher energy emission band associated with the waist mode Q 3 , the lower energy band with the body mode Q 2 . It will also be noticed in Table III that the energy minimum found on the spin triplets are located at nuclear configurations which involve smaller displacements from the substitutional site (Rϭ0) than in the singlets. Narrower linewidths are therefore predicted for the triplet emissions than the singlets as is indeed observed experimentally in the Zn/Kr system.
H. Singlet absorption
The Zn/RG 18 calculations outlined above for emission can also be used to obtain the absorption energy, when it is remembered that this is simply the energy difference between the lower 1 The agreement existing in Table III between the observed and predicted emission energies in the Zn/RG systems indicates the plausibility of using pair potentials to model the solid state spectroscopy of matrix-isolated atomic zinc. Even in the Zn/Xe system where the Zn•Xe interactions are substantially stronger, the agreement is excellent. The poorer agreement found in the Zn/Ar system compared to the Zn/Kr and Zn/Xe systems may originate in part from the enlarged site in which ground state atomic zinc resides in the Ar lattice. This can be traced back in Table IV to the ground state Zn-Ar van der Waals bond length of 4.2 Å compared to a substitutional site diameter in solid Ar of only 3.75 Å. From the three-fold splitting evident in the Zn/Ar excitation profile shown in Fig. 1 it is unlikely, however, that Zn resides in a multivacancy site in Ar. The splitting pattern on the Zn/Ar excitation profile is indicative of a Jahn-Teller coupling in the excited for which a site of high symmetry must exist in the ground state. For neon matrices, in contrast, the excitation profiles do not show the three-fold splitting evident in all the other Zn/RG systems and, considering the trends present in Table IV , a multiple vacancy is likely in the Zn/Ne system.
The reason for the poor agreement in the observed and simulated emission bands for the body mode of Zn/Ar compared to the waist mode, arises from the closer approach of Zn to Ar in the body mode where the uncertainty in the repulsive X 1 ⌺ ground state potential of Zn•Ar is larger. At the excited 1 T 1u state energy minimum of the body mode, Zn in the octahedral interstitial site is located 2.67 Å away from the four nearest Ar atoms, while at the minimum of the waist mode the four Ar atoms are at 2.98 Å from Zn. Consequently, the energy of the 1 A 1g ground state of Zn/Ar 18 is 4129 cm Ϫ1 for the Franck-Condon accessible region of the body mode, while it is only 849 cm Ϫ1 for the waist mode as shown in Figs. 11 and 13 , respectively ͑or Table III͒. Considering that a Morse function is used to describe the X 1 ⌺ ground state potential of Zn-Ar, whose bound portion only is known with accuracy, it is to be expected that the greater the extrapolation along the repulsive wall, the more unreliable the Morse description becomes. Thus we consider the use of the present Zn-Ar ground state potential least reliable in the body mode and the likely origin of the poor agreement between observed and predicted values for this mode in Zn/Ar.
Uncertainties in the body modes of the other Zn/RG systems are less acute than in the Zn/Ar system due to the longer range interactions involved, but none of the Zn•RG X 1 ⌺ 0 ground state potentials can be claimed to be highly accurate. This situation arises for two reasons. First, spectro- 24 laser pumping and inversion of the resulting spectral data is needed to generate accurate X 1 ⌺ 0 state potentials and allow these calculations to be extended to do line shape simulations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
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